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About Dewey & LeBoeuf

Dewey & LeBoeuf is a full-service law firm providing 

counsel throughout the Americas, Europe, Russia/CIS, 

the Middle East, Asia and Africa. With more than 1,100 

lawyers in major financial and commercial centers, the 

firm represents national and global corporations, financial 

institutions and government agencies in their most 

complex legal matters.

For further general information, please visit www.dl.com.
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Dewey & LeBoeuf is one of the 
largest and most experienced inter-
national law firms in the Russia/CIS 
market.  We opened our Moscow 
office in 1990, and our Almaty 
(Kazakhstan) office in 1995. We 
have more than 60 lawyers resi-
dent in Russia and the CIS, along 
with many others in our European, 
Middle Eastern, Asian and US 
offices who devote a substantial 
amount of their time to this region.  

Our practice is headed by part-
ners who have decades of Russia/
CIS practice experience and are 
regarded as leading practitio-
ners in their respective fields. We 
advise on a wide range of matters 
governed by Russian, Kazakhstan, 
English, US and other legislation. 
Our lawyers have the requisite legal 
knowledge, language fluency and 
cultural skills to handle cross-border 
transactions efficiently, and with 
sensitivity to local practices and 
conditions. We encourage long-
term expatriate postings rather than 
frequent rotations.

In Russia and the CIS we conduct 
a very diverse practice, focusing 
on major international invest-
ments, mergers and acquisitions, 
joint ventures, financings of all 
types, securities offerings, disputes 
(including both litigation in the local 
courts and cross-border arbitration), 
and competition and regulatory 
matters. While our clients are active 
in many sectors, we are perhaps 
best known for our work in oil and 
gas, power, minerals and mining, 
real property, manufacture of 
industrial and consumer products, 
telecommunications, high tech-
nology / intellectual property, and 
entertainment and media. Acting 
for prominent foreign and Russian/
CIS companies, we are currently 
handling a number of large invest-
ment projects with aggregate value 
in the tens of billions of dollars. 

We are also very experienced 
in dealing with the special chal-
lenges of business in the Russia/
CIS region, including the uncertain-
ties caused by changes, gaps or 
contradictions in domestic law. Our 
lawyers often advise on matters 
relating to compliance, including 
corporate governance, disclosure, 
anti-corruption and anti-money-
laundering, and we frequently assist 
our clients in training local staff 
regarding such matters.

The full resources of the firm are 
available for clients in Russia 
and the CIS as required, and our 
Moscow and Almaty offices coop-
erate closely with lawyers in our 
offices around the world. However, 
unlike some other international law 
firms, Dewey & LeBoeuf typically 
staffs Russia/CIS work primarily with 
lawyers resident in the region.

Practice in Russia and the CIS
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Moscow

Our Moscow office is one of the 
leading international law practices 
in Russia. We advise on virtually all 
types of legal matters for corpo-
rate clients, representing both 
multinational and major Russian 
companies, banks and government 
agencies. We have over 45 lawyers 
and paralegals (and over 90 in 
total staff), including lawyers quali-
fied in Russia, England and Wales, 
Australia, several jurisdictions in the 
United States and other countries. 
Substantially all of our Moscow 
team members are fluent in Russian 
and English, and many speak other 
languages.

Almaty

Dewey & LeBoeuf is a recognized 
leader in legal practice throughout 
Central Asia, with our fourteen-
lawyer Almaty, Kazakhstan office 
as our main base of operations. 
We handle a wide variety of invest-
ments, joint ventures, financings, 
securities offerings and other busi-
ness transactions in the Central 
Asian region, with special emphasis 
on M&A, natural resources, power, 
infrastructure, telecoms and 
real estate projects. The Almaty 
office includes lawyers qualified 
in Kazakhstan and New York and 
works closely with our Moscow and 
London offices on matters governed 
by English law. All of our Almaty 
team members are fluent in Russian 
and English, and the majority speak 
the Kazakh language as well. (We 
also have an associate staffing an 
outpost presence in Astana, the 
nation’s capital.) 

Other CIS 
Correspondent Relations

Our practice involves projects 
and matters throughout the entire 
CIS region. We maintain excellent 
working relations with experienced 
local counsel across the vast terri-
tory of Russia, and in the other 
former Soviet countries including (in 
alphabetical order) Armenia, Azer-
baijan, Belarus, Georgia, Tajikistan, 
Turkmenistan, Ukraine, and Uzbeki-
stan, as well as in the three Baltic 
countries.

Offices
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Our proven track record has 
involved negotiating, documenting 
and closing some of the largest 
and most complex transactions 
concluded to date by foreign multi-
nationals, domestic companies and 
governments in Russia, Kazakhstan 
and across the CIS region.

Recent matters include the following 
representative sampling, organized 
by practice areas and industry 
sectors.  

Our lawyers have advised:

Mergers and 
Acquisitions

•	Eni SpA of Italy on its   
$5.8 billion acquisition of three 
important license-holding gas E&P 
companies in the Yamalo-Nenets 
region of Russia, a 20 percent stake 
in Gazprom Neft and certain other 
interests, in the auction of ex-Yukos 
assets, in partnership with Enel of 
Italy and under the umbrella of the 
Eni-Gazprom Strategic Partnership 
Agreement; and ongoing assis-
tance on wide-ranging operational 
matters. We also advised on Eni’s 
subsequent $4.2 billion sale of the 
Gazprom Neft stake to Gazprom

• Finnish power major Fortum in 
its over €2.7 billion acquisition of 
a controlling stake in the Russian 
energy company TGK-10

•	Sberbank of Russia on its 
acquisition of 93 percent of BPS 
Bank, the fourth largest bank in 
Belarus, from the Government of 
Belarus for $2.3 billion

•	Central Fuel Company,  
owned by the City of Moscow, in 
the $740 million disposition of its 
interest in Sibir Energy to Gazprom 
Neft. Sibir Energy is a UK-registered 
company with upstream and down-
stream businesses in West Siberia 
and the Moscow region

•	Central European Distribution 
Corp. (CEDC) in the acquisition 
of Russian Alcohol Group and 
$1.2 billion of equity and high yield 
financing

• London listed Integra Group, 
a leading independent provider of 
diversified oilfield services, on a 
combination with the seismic busi-
ness of Geotech Oil Services, one of 
the leading land seismic companies 
in Russia

•	A1, the private equity arm of the 
Alfa Group, on numerous acqui-
sitions and disposals in sectors 
including brewing, information tech-
nology and construction.

•	ARMZ, one of the world leaders 
in the uranium mining industry, on 
a joint venture with Stepnogorsk 
Mining & Chemical Complex and 
KazZinc  

• Numerous other well-known 
international private equity 
funds and hedge funds on substan-
tial debt and equity financings for 
Russian businesses, in diverse 
sectors including oil and gas, 
mining, agricultural facilities, real 
property, software design, pharma-
ceuticals and banking

Representative Matters
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Notable Transactions (cont’d)

Oil and Gas

•	Statoil of Norway, a 24 percent 
shareholder in the projected  
$30+ billion Shtokman Phase One 
project with Gazprom and Total, 
to encompass development of the 
world’s largest known offshore gas 
field (in the far north Barents Sea), 
a 550 km pipeline to shore, an LNG 
plant near Murmansk for shipments 
to world markets, as well as a tie-in 
to the planned Nord Stream Pipeline 
to Western Europe

•	Bashneft and its controlling 
shareholder AFK Sistema in a major 
joint venture with Lukoil to develop 
the large Trebs-Titov fields complex 
in the Nenets region of northern 
Russia.

• A major energy company on its 
proposed investment in the Yamal 
LNG project

• An international super-major on 
a proposed large-scale E&P venture 
with Rosneft to develop a deep-
water Russian Black Sea license 
block

•	 Itera, the leading Russian gas 
independent, on the proposed sale 
of a stake to a strategic investor.

• Swedish independent oil and gas 
producer Lundin Petroleum in 
matters involving its Russian-sector 
Caspian Sea exploration block

•	ONGC Videsh of India and 
Statoil in their respective negotia-
tions with KazMunaiGas for joint 
development of two separate new 
offshore blocks in the Kazakhstan 
sector of the Caspian Sea

• Two European energy compa-
nies on various aspects of future 
Turkmenistan gas sales to Europe, 
including a proposed trans-Caspian 
gas pipeline and related inter-
governmental agreements

•	CNPC of China in the $4.2 billion 
acquisition of PetroKazakhstan, 
a Canadian-listed company with 
substantial upstream oil and gas 
interests, and in the $2.3 billion 
acquisition of Mangistaumunaigas 
and related joint venture with 
KazMunaiGas (with financing from 
the Export-Import Bank of China)

Banking and Finance

•	Sberbank in a $1 billion loan 
to Belaruskali, a Belarusian state 
owned potash mining company, 
in collaboration with the Eurasian 
Development Bank (EDB)

• A syndicate of banks on the 
$280 million refinancing of a major 
five star hotel in Moscow

•	Sberbank as lead arranger of a 
syndicate of 16 banks on a  
32.3 billion Ruble (over $1 billion) 
debt refinancing and restructuring 
for the Russian manufacturing 
conglomerate Tractor Plants

•	Sberbank in connection with 
financing for the $3 billion+ acquisi-
tion of Russneft, a major Russian 
crude producer and refiner, from 
En+

•	Sberbank on its €150 million 
financing, as part of a group of 
international banks, of the construc-
tion by RusVinyl of Russia’s largest 
integrated polyvinylchloride plant 
in Nizhny Novgorod. This was one 
of Project Finance International 
magazine’s 2011 European deals of 
the year

Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP  |  Russia/CIS: Moscow Office
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•	VTB Bank on a RUB 18 billion 
secured financing to Rosgosstrakh, 
a leading Russian insurance 
company

•	VTB Bank as borrower in a  
$3.13 Ruble billion syndicated term 
loan facility from a consortium 
of international banks, with 19 
mandated lead arrangers

•	VTB Capital on its 
RUB 6.5 billion financing of News 
Outdoor, made in connection with 
VTB Capital’s acquisition of a 79 per 
cent stake in News Outdoor Russia 
from News Corp  

•	Deutsche Bank in connec-
tion with a $300 million secured 
financing to Itera, a prominent 
Russian gas group

•	Raiffeisenbank in a $70 million 
secured club loan to EMC Group

Capital Markets

•	Novorossiysk Commercial Sea 
Port, Russia’s largest commercial 
sea port operator, on a $1 billion 
IPO of shares and London Stock 
Exchange-listed GDRs 

•	VEB, the Russian state bank, on 
the establishment and update of its 
$30 billion Loan Participation Notes 
Programme and multiple draw-
downs thereunder

•	UniCredit and Morgan Stanley 
as Joint Global Coordinators on an 
IPO of shares and London Stock 
Exchange-listed GDRs by JSC 
Acron, a leading Russian and global 
mineral fertilizer producer

•	KazMunaiGas,  
Kazakhstan’s national oil and gas 
company, on several updates of its 
$7.5 billion Global Medium Term 
Note Programme and multiple 
drawdowns thereunder

•	 ING as lead manager on 
a  $140 million IPO of shares by 
Kernel, one of Ukraine’s largest 
agribusiness groups

•	Depositary banks in connec-
tion with ADR and GDR programs 
established for IPOs and other 
securities offerings by Russian 
companies, including Sistema, 
Novatek, Novolipetsk Steel, 
Comstar United TeleSystems, 
Severstal, Polymetal, Sitronics, and 
PhosAgro

Electric Power

•	TGK-10 (now OAO Fortum) on 
the conduct of a tender and the 
negotiation and execution of EPC 
contracts, together with related 
project and security documentation, 
for construction of the Nyaganskaya 
Power Plant in the Khanty-Mansi 
region of Russia

•	Rusal on a proposed joint venture 
with OJSC GidroOGK, a Russian 
federal hydro-generating holding 
company and unit of RAO UES

•	A European energy major on 
existing investments, acquisitions 
and associated regulatory matters 
involving the Russian power sector

•	A European energy major on its 
proposed investment in a Russian 
power company

•	A Russian diversified energy 
group on the sale of a 50 percent 
stake in RusEnergoSbyt (RES), 
a large private energy trading 
company, to Italian energy giant 
Enel

•	EBRD on $60 million in 
secured financing for state-
owned Kazakhstan Electricity Grid 
Operating Company (KEGOC), 
to support construction of a new 
North-South transmission line
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Industrial and Consumer 
Products Ventures

•	General Electric on strategic 
joint ventures in the Russian energy 
and healthcare sectors, with state-
owned companies Inter RAO and 
Russian Technology. The energy 
joint venture will produce low-emis-
sion, heavy-duty 6FA gas turbines, 
and the healthcare joint venture 
will manufacture high-tech medical 
diagnostic equipment

•	Alstom of France on its strategic 
joint venture with Transmashholding 
(TMH), Russia’s largest producer 
of locomotives and rail cars, and 
JSC Russian Railways, the national 
railway company

•	GE Transportation on its joint 
venture with Temir Zholy, the 
Kazakh state railway company, to 
license GE’s state-of-the-art tech-
nology for locomotive production in 
Kazakhstan

•	Hitachi Construction 
Machinery on greenfield develop-
ment of a plant for the manufacture 
of hydraulic excavators in the Tver 
region of Russia

•	Alstom on its joint venture with 
RusHydro, Russia’s largest hydro 
power generation company, to 
manufacture and supply equipment 
to small and medium-sized hydro 
power plants

•	Rexam, a global consumer 
packaging company and the world’s 
leading beverage can maker, on its 
acquisition from EN+ Group Limited 
of two Russian companies that 
manufacture aluminum cans, for 
total cash consideration of  
$297 million (including assumed 
debt)

•	Gestamp Automocion of Spain 
on a joint venture with Severstal of 
Russia, a major steel producer, to 
manufacture automobile parts at a 
new plant in Kaluga

Mining and Metals

•	A prominent Russian company 
on various recent matters related to 
its metals / mining interests in Africa 
and in Russia

•	Arcelor Mittal, the world’s largest 
steel producer, in its $720 million 
acquisition from Severstal of promi-
nent coal mining companies in the 
Karasnoyarsk region of Russia

•	BHP Billiton, the world’s largest 
integrated natural resources 
company, on its strategic alliance 
with Norilsk Nickel, Russia’s leading 
mining company, to develop hard 
mineral fields

•	 Intergeo, part of Russia’s 
prominent Onexim Group, in its 
successful equity investment into 
Toronto-listed Etruscan Resources 
of Canada, which holds various 
mining assets

•	Alrosa, the leading Russian 
state-owned producer, in a diamond 
exploration and production venture 
in Angola, along with financing and 
other related matters

•	A major North American 
investor in a large Russian silver 
mine

Notable Transactions (cont’d)
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•	A leading private equity 
company on a proposed diamond 
mining venture in the Perm region 
of Russia, and on a gold mining 
project in Kazakhstan

•	A European industry leader 
in connection with a uranium joint 
venture in Central Asia 

Telecommunications

• The owners of NetByNet, a 
Russian telecommunications and 
internet provider, on its sale to 
Megafon, one of the top mobile 
operators in Russia

•	Virgin Media, Gazprombank 
and EBRD on their $106 million 
equity investment (closed in January 
2012) in Swiss telecoms operator 
Trivon AG, which provides broad 
band, voice and other services over 
a WiMax platform (operating under 
the “Virgin Connect” brand)

•	Russian Funds, a prominent 
Moscow-based investment group, 
on its sale of Telephone.ru to Mobile 
TeleSystems (MTS), Russia’s leading 
mobile operator

• Russian mobile operator 
VimpelCom in its acquisition of two 
mobile operators in Uzbekistan

•	TeliaSonera on its $300 million 
acquisition of mobile telephone 
operators in several Central Asian 
countries

•	Kazakhtelecom, Kazakhstan’s 
monopoly telephone operator, in 
a consortium to provide land-line 
telecommunications services from 
China to Europe

•	A regional development bank 
on its $50 million debt and equity 
financing for Kazakhtelecom

• Numerous international tele-
coms operators on provision 
of a wide range of services in the 
Russian market, including inter-
national and long distance voice, 
packet-switched data, cellular and 
radiotelephone, VSAT and other 
satellite services

Media and 
Entertainment

•	United Television, a promi-
nent Russian media group, in its 
joint venture with The Walt Disney 
Company to launch and distribute 
The Disney Channel in Russia

• Russia’s Media-One group in 
its joint venture with AFML Media, 
controlled by prominent Russian 
businessman Alisher Usmanov

•	Sony Pictures Television on its 
acquisition of a Russian television 
production company

•	The founder of MTV Russia, 
the premier music video channel, on 
the negotiation, establishment and 
financing of the business, acquisi-
tion of key licenses, and subsequent 
$360 million sale to Prof-Media 
Holding

• Various Hollywood studios on 
all aspects of film and television 
production in Russia, and licensing 
and distribution of films and related 
products

• Several international media 
clients, including prominent 
international brands, on their estab-
lishment and acquisition of cable 
television channels in Russia and 
corresponding regulatory matters
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Notable Transactions (cont’d)

Technology and 
Intellectual Property 

•	Plastic Logic, a leader in plastic 
electronics, in obtaining $280 million 
in new investments from Rusnano, a 
Russian state technology fund, and 
a US investment fund, as well as 
other companies currently negoti-
ating investments from Rusnano

•	Renova Group in its   
$600 million+ joint venture with 
Rusnano to produce solar batteries 
at Novocheboksarsk, using 
technology developed by Swiss 
company Oerlikon Solar

• A number of international soft-
ware and internet companies in 
current or recent negotiations for 
R&D joint ventures, independent 
contractor relationships and estab-
lishment of Russian teams

•	Oracle in a Russian trademark 
infringement dispute, resulting in 
cessation of the infringement

•	Numerous clients on franchising 
arrangements in Russia, for brands 
including Haagen-Dazs, Hugo Boss, 
and others

•	The owners of the Russian 
video game Tetris and its deriva-
tives on worldwide licensing and 
other matters

•	J.K. Rowling and Warner 
Bros., the owners of rights to the 
Harry Potter books and films, in a 
dispute with the Russian publisher 
of a strikingly similar series, “Tanya 
Grotter”

•	 International media clients on 
a wide range of intellectual property 
and anti-piracy matters in Russia

Real Property 
and Construction; 
Infrastructure

•	The City of St. Petersburg in 
connection with the €1.1 billion 
Pulkovo International Airport PPP 
project, which involved a 30-year 
concession for the development, 
reconstruction and operation of the 
airport 

•	Eastern Property Holdings, a 
Swiss-listed investment fund, on 
its sale of a majority interest in two 
Class A commercial properties in 
Moscow, Geneva House and Berlin 
House, to a private real estate 
investment group

•	One of the world’s 
leading retailers in connection 
with the proposed $1 billion acquisi-
tion of a large Russian retail chain 

•	Moszhinstroy, a leading Russian 
construction and engineering firm, 
on sale of a Moscow office building 
and other real property matters; and 
currently advising the owner on the 
pending sale of a prime commercial 
office building in central Moscow  

•	Capital Group on the sale of 
several Moscow properties to UFG 
Real Estate

•	VTB Debt Center in connection 
with the acquisition of a shopping 
mall in St. Petersburg by Jensen 
Group and related financing

•	An international port owner 
and operator in connection with 
the pending acquisition of a stake in 
and an investment in a Russian sea 
port  

•	A European investment fund 
on its acquisition of Petrovsky Fort, 
a class B  mixed use property in St. 
Petersburg

• Affiliates of VTB Bank on the 
development and management of 
a new sports and entertainment 
complex in Moscow

• Shareholders of Rising 
Star Media, an operator of 
several multiplexes in Moscow 
and St. Petersburg, on real estate 
aspects of the sale of the business 
to ProfMedia

Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP  |  Russia/CIS: Moscow Office
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• Several multinational manufac-
turers (such as GE, 3M, Kohler, 
Hitachi Construction Machinery, 
Snap-On) on brownfield/greenfield 
construction and development proj-
ects in various Russian regions

Dispute Resolution 

•	A Russian investment group 
on a $1 billion+ dispute involving 
companies in various jurisdictions, 
including South Africa, Switzerland, 
Russia, Kyrgyzstan, BVI, Bahamas 
and Cyprus

•	A major Russian industrial 
group in an LCIA arbitration over 
a multi-billion dollar shareholder 
dispute

•	A major Russian infrastructure 
company in a current ICC arbitra-
tion in Zurich

•	Uralkali of Russia, one of the 
world’s leading potash producers, in 
defense of a multi-party US antitrust 
price fixing action pending in federal 
court in Chicago

•	A leading US IT manufacturer 
in an investigation by the Federal 
Antimonopoly Service of Russia of 
numerous international PC manu-

facturers; the proceedings were 
resolved without any action being 
taken

•	An international group of 
companies in Russian court litiga-
tion involving Russia’s first Emission 
Reduction Sale and Purchase 
Agreements

•	A prominent Kazakh entrepre-
neur in the successful defense / 
dismissal of a complex commercial 
claim at the High Court in London

•	Numerous clients in court 
proceedings throughout Russia, in 
various regions from Moscow to the 
Far East

Tax

• Major oil and gas companies on 
international tax and tariff structuring 
and analysis (including with regard 
to preferential fiscal regimes) in 
connection with large-scale Russia/
CIS projects

•	An international real estate 
group on tax structuring in prepa-
ration for an IPO in London, with 
special attention to personal plan-
ning for the Kazakh owners

•	A German manufacturer on 
establishing a tax-efficient and 
transparent Russian holding struc-
ture for its Russian operations

• Several international private 
equity funds on Russian and 
international tax aspects of invest-
ments into Russian and other CIS 
countries

• Various multinational compa-
nies on Russian, English and other 
international tax implications of 
transferring expatriate management 
to Russian subsidiaries and joint 
ventures.
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